City of Mandurah
Significant Tree Register

INTERNAL USE ONLY

Date Received: ____________________

Date Received: ___________________________

Nomination I.D.
_____________________
Nomination
I.D.Code:
Code:
______________

NOMINATION FORM

Person nominating tree/s (this information will be kept confidential)
Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________
Postal Address: ________________________________________________________________________________

tree

Residential Address: ___________________________________________________________________________

regi

Telephone (work): ________________________________ (home): ____________________________________

s

(mobile): _________________________________________ Email: ______________________________________

r
te

Information about the Tree/s

Address of Property Containing Tree/s: _________________________________________________________
Location Description / Recognisable Location: _________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Lot No: ___________________________________ House No: _________________________________________
Street: ________________________________________________ Suburb: ________________________________
PIN No (internal use): __________________________________________________________________________

Please Tick
Single Tree

Group of Trees

Number of Trees in group: _________________________

Common Name/s __________________________________________________________________________
Latin (Botanical ) Name _____________________________________________________________________
Height: _______________m Trunk Diameter: ________________m Estimated Age: ________________
Planted by (if known) & date of planting _____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

Note: Council has the absolute and unfettered discretion to
accept or reject any nomination made and will be under no
obligation to provide any reasons for its determination.
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Category under which you are nominating the trees – please select one or more of the categories and sub-categories
that best describes why you think the tree/s is/are significant.

1.

Outstanding Visual/Aesthetic Significance
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

2.

Botanic/Scientific Significance
a.
b.

Significant Ecological Value
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

4.

tree

Tree/s - of an important genetic value that could provide important and valuable
propagating stock. This could include specimens that are particularly resistant to disease or climatic
extremes or have a particular growth form; and
Tree/s - demonstrating a likelihood of producing information that will help the wider understanding of
natural or cultural history by virtue of its use as a research site, teaching site, type locality or benchmark
site.

regi

s

r
te

3.

Tree/s - outstanding for its/their height, trunk circumference or canopy spread;
Tree/s - occurring in a prominent location or context;
Tree/s - contributing significantly to the landscape in which it/they grow [including streetscapes, parks,
gardens or natural landscapes];
Tree/s - exhibiting an unusual growth form or physical feature, including unusually pruned forms; and
Tree/s that are particularly old or vulnerable.

Priority, rare, threatened or locally uncommon species or ecological community;
Indigenous remnant tree/s - predating the urban development in its/their immediate proximity;
Tree/s - making a significant contribution to the integrity of an ecological community, including its role
as a seed source or specialised habitat;
A remnant specimen now reduced in range or abundance, which indicates the former extent of the
species, particularly range limits;
Tree/s which is/are a significant habitat element for rare, threatened, priority or locally uncommon or
common native species;

Historical, Commemorative, Cultural or Social Significance
a.
b.
c.
d.

Tree/s associated with public significance or important historical event
Tree/s highly valued by the community or cultural group for reasons of strong religious, spiritual, cultural
or other social associations, including trees associated with aboriginal heritage and culture;
Tree/s associated with a heritage listed place and representative of that same historic era; and
Tree/s with local significance are important to the local community and are recognised features
of the immediate landscape.

Please describe why you think the tree is significant: __________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Additional Information. To assist the process of your nomination please provide the following additional information as an
attachment to this form:
1. Any additional information to support your nomination (e.g. media articles, historical information etc.);
2. Photos of the tree/s;
3. Map indicating location of the tree/s.
If you have any queries please contact: EcoServices on (08) 9550 3812 or email EcoServices@mandurah.wa.gov.au

Nominations should be submitted to the Environmental Planner
City of Mandurah PO Box 210 Mandurah WA 6210
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